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Editorial

Mapbox and the New Age of Mapping
When startup company Mapbox recently announced that it had secured 52+ million euros in new venture capital
backing for expanding its mapping stack, the geospatial community took notice. On June 18, Fortune published an
article that quoted CEO Eric Gunderson, discussing the reasons for investing in a mapping company such as
Mapbox: “Our backers are taking the long term approach. They understand how location is fundamental to
every app and enterprise and are watching the entire mapping space turn upside down. They realise the
future will include connected sensors and real-time data streams. This is about investing in the core infrastructure to power the future of location data.”
In other words, Mapbox investors are looking at the company as something more than just a mapping company – they realise that the future of mapping includes connected sensors and real-time
data. Here we enter Internet of Things (IoT) territory, where in a distant future hardware and software will merge into one. The goal of Mapbox is not just to make good maps, but to infuse corporate data with geospatial and location-based context. Mapbox clients are described by Fortune
as ´any business seeking to show patterns on a map’. What they’ll do, in other words, is big data
analytics and mapping is only one piece of the puzzle. Gunderson put it this way: “We build great
maps, but that’s just the canvas for anyone who wants to integrate real-time data and visualizations
into their applications”.
For some people, this large capital investment in Mapbox doesn´t come as a big surprise, but
follows a trend. Mike Barlow describes in a recent O’Reilly publication called “The Last Mile of
Analytics” that investors are gravitating towards enterprise software start-ups that cater to
industry verticals (such as mapping). He differentiates between ´above-the-line´ technology and below-the-line’ technology in the big data market: the ﬁrst refers to data-asa-product, data tools and data software, the second to data infrastructure and
platforms. The fastest growth is expected in the ´above-the-line´ segment.
Mapbox announced their intention to invest in expertise, as well as strategic data sets.
Earlier this month, they revealed a strategic relationship with online web mapping
service MapQuest. The platform they´re building will transcend what is known as
traditional GIS. Again, this is in line with a trend in IT where companies are “making the leap
from platforms to tools (this is the subtitle of Barlow´s publication). It will be interesting to see how
the company will evolve in the future – as well as reactions from competitors in the market.
Enjoy your reading,

Eric van Rees
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Thanks to recent technological developments within
our industry, geospatial professionals can be more
flexible in their approach to capturing, analysing
and delivering survey data than ever before.
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How a radical new user friendly system based
on three simple words makes geographical
information accessible to a wider global
audience.
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Tasmanian survey firm Cohen & Associates pushes
the boundaries of Unmanned Aerial System (UAS)
technology for crop monitoring in precision
farming.
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An extravaganza of new technology, future visions,
opinions, synergetic collaborations and a great deal
more was presented during HxGN LIVE in Las
Vegas, which ran from June 1st until June 4th 2015.
The event has attracted thousands of users from a
variety of industries and organisations, many of
whom work in surveying, GIS, building, metrology,
security, mining, cadastre or government.

Event

The “From imagery to map: digital photogrammetric
technologies” Conference has been held for more
than 10 years, and every year its geography covers
new countries. The organizing committee chose
Mexico as the venue this year.

Combining Datasets in Northern Ireland

Scan Data and Aerial Imagery
Article

By Lucy Hamilton

Thanks to recent technological developments within our industry, geospatial professionals
can be more flexible in their approach to capturing, analysing and delivering survey data
than ever before.
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RGB Point cloud from eBee and greyscale intensity from TX8 Scanner combined data set

hilst the idiosyncrasies of a particular job ─
geography of the site, accuracy requirements,
time constraints etcetera ─ all contribute to the
practicalities of how a survey is undertaken, we
are now in a better position to offer our clients
a range of deliverables depending on how they intend to use the
data. The choice of GNSS, laser scanners, UAS, and total stations
whether they be owned, hired or commissioned as a service, allows
us to take a more ﬂexible approach, even to the extent that we can
use multiple sensors to create a combined dataset. In particular, as
more survey practices invest in laser scanners and UAS, we are
seeing a growth in combined point cloud and aerial imagery data
sets. Scan data and aerial imagery complement each other perfectly
with laser scans providing high accuracy, detailed, 3D data sets
whilst high resolution aerial imagery provides a wider context for this
data and allows for the identiﬁcation of meaningful contours and
features that cannot be distinguished from laser scan data alone.
For Six West, an independent survey company based in Belfast,
Northern Ireland, the combination of highly accurate scan data and
high resolution UAS collected digital aerial imagery has proved to be
the answer for a challenging survey job at a former quarry site in
Coleraine, Northern Ireland.

W
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Site assessment
Coleraine is a large town in County Londonderry in Northern Ireland
and home to a former quarry that up until the 1990’s produced a
range of crushed aggregate, concrete and asphalt for the local construction industry. In 2009 the owners decided to redevelop the site
for mixed commercial and residential use, a decision which saw the
quarry excavation void turned into a feature lake and the establishment of a tiered and restored quarry ﬂoor, designed to provide a stable platform for the development.
However, as the site development progressed, two issues arose: ﬁrstly the site property boundary was poorly established and required
comparison with Land Registry mapping to ensure that there had
been no encroachment and secondly, the stability of the 25m high
rock face along the northern boundary of the site needed to be assessed.
Following an inspection of the site it was apparent to Six West
Director, Paul McCabe, that a conventional topographic survey
would be time consuming, costly due to the size of the site and dangerous to undertake, especially along the northern site boundary
because of its proximity to the old 25m quarry face. Additionally, the
conﬁned nature of the adjacent commercial and residential property
would further complicate an optical or GNSS survey. Paul therefore

Trimble TX8 at the Coleraine site

decided that a dual approach would work best. Firstly, the site would
be ﬂown with Six West’s senseFly eBee UAS to generate a high resolution orthomosaic of the area along with a full DTM, good to 50mm,
which would allow a preliminary desktop inspection of the rock face
in 3D.
Secondly, a 3D laser scan of the quarry face would be undertaken.
This laser scan would deliver the accurate baseline model of the rock
face required for detailed inspection and comparison with repeat surveys at agreed intervals in the future.

Flying the site
Six West regularly use their KOREC supplied senseFly eBee for aerial
imaging and the eBee was again selected for this job. The ﬁrst task
on site was to set up a GPS base station and establish its coordinates
using a Trimble R8 GNSS and Trimble’s VRS correction service.

Using these base coordinates, a further Trimble R6 GNSS was used
to survey a total of nine Ground Control Points (GCP’s). For a GCP to
be taken into account it needs to be visible in two images and to optimise results, at least ﬁve images are required. On this project, where
the quarry face was of greatest interest, the more GCPs placed at the
top and bottom of the face, the more accurate the reconstruction
would be.
Before the day of the aerial survey, a suitable take-off and landing
spot was located to the south of the site and a ﬂight plan was established taking into account the areas of interest. Once on site, the
ﬁnal parameters of the ﬂight were decided including ﬂying altitude
(in this case 120m above take-off point), wind speed and latitude
and longitudinal overlap.
Three ﬂights were completed with an overall ﬂying time of 50 minutes. In total, 420 images were captured and processed back at the

Close up of colour intensity from data scanned at approx 260m
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Aerial imagery of the site captured by the eBee

KOREC in Trimble RealWorks software and the LAS ﬁles delivered to
Six West for combining with the
aerial data set.

Article

A combined data set

8
ofﬁce to generate an orthomosaic and DSM. Using the nine GCP’s
the job was georeferenced to Irish grid coordinates resulting in a
mean error of 0.007m. The result was a densiﬁed point cloud with a
ground sampling distance of 3.66cm.

Scanning the quarry face
An accurate baseline model of the rock face was required for a comparison with repeat surveys in the future. However with a 100m wide lake
at the foot of the face, many laser scanners would struggle to pick up the
rock face’s wet, black surface. Paul contacted laser scanning specialists
KOREC Ireland, (Trimble’s UK and Irish distributor and supplier of the
SenseFly eBee they had used in the
aerial survey) to discuss possible soluPoint cloud information from the aerial
tions. Mark Poveda, KOREC Ireland’s
imagery captured by the eBee
Geospatial Manager, recommended
that the laser scan be undertaken with
Trimble’s TX8, a long range time-of-ﬂight
scanner, which he advised would cope
well with the extended range and poor
surface conditions.
On the day of the scan work, a Trimble
R8 GNSS with Trimble VRS Now was
used to establish Irish Grid co-ordinates
and level to OD Belfast for two newly
established primary control stations. A
Trimble R6 was then used to pick up the
scan target locations and tie them in to
the primary control. Eight scans were
undertaken for the 700m long section of
rock face with scans lasting three minutes
for an 11mm x 11mm resolution capture
at 30m range and 14 minutes for long
range 340m scans.
The collected data was processed by
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All post processing was carried
out using senseFly’s Postﬂight
Terra 3D software and Trimble
RealWorks processing software.
The individual LAS ﬁles were easy
to view and edit individually or as
a complete model in RealWorks
and additionally, a free Realworks viewer (favoured for its
simple user interface and functionality) was supplied to the customer and their geotechnical consultants allowing them to view and
interrogate the model.
Paul McCabe concludes, “Everyone was very pleased with the
results – a good baseline survey
which can be compared with future surveys undertaken with any
alternative equipment. Thanks to a combination of the aerial imagery
and laser scan data we were able to generate an up to date orthophoto of the site with a DTM which can be used for modelling, earthworks design and any future development of the area. The Trimble TX8
is a superb scanner and whilst we have used other types and make of
laser scanner in the past with some success, the TX8 surpassed our
expectations in terms of speed and range in difﬁcult conditions.”
Lucy Hamilton, Technical Writer, KOREC.
All information and images kindly supplied by Paul McCabe, Director, Six West: www.six-west.com.
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Accessible Geographical Information

Human Friendly Coordinates
By Giles Rhys Jones

How a radical new user friendly system based on three simple words
makes geographical information accessible to a wider global audience.
Figure 1: What3words is a global address system based on a grid of
3mx3m squares. It uses an algorithmic engine similar to that of a
coordinate system and has given each of the 57 trillion squares, a
pre-assigned and fixed address of 3 words.

But deﬁning “there” is actually our single biggest issue.

Article

At best, poor addressing is costly and annoying in developed countries, at worst it hampers the growth and development of nations
around the world, ultimately costs lives.

No global system
People need a simple, accurate and unambiguous address system. Latitude and longitude coordinate pairs do provide a precise
location reference but, whilst this is great for
machines and trained professionals, it is
ineffective for people.

10

T

he geospatial industry is worth an estimated US150 billion annually, yet
there is no precise global address or
location reference system that can be
used easily by everyone outside of it.
Specifying and communicating the location
of roads, bridges, canals, dams, and buildings without a standard street address is
challenging especially when moving between devices, writing them down, telling
someone over the phone, radio or in person.
Try doing it with untrained people and
errors are guaranteed.

assets are difﬁcult to manage, local businesses can’t be found and deliveries go astray.
This costs companies and economies billions.

Coordinates are impossible to remember,
even in the short term, and errors in understanding, transcription and communication
make the widespread use of geospatial
information prohibitive.

Three simple words
Satnavs can give you four possible routes to
get “there”, with state of the art trafﬁc avoidance and points of interest along the route.

what3words is a global address system
based on a grid of 3mx3m squares. It uses
an algorithmic engine similar to that of a

A global problem
Around 75% of the world’s countries suffer
from inconsistent, complicated or no addressing systems. This means that, according to
the UN, around four billion people are ‘invisible’; unable to get deliveries or receive aid;
and unable to exercise many of their rights
as citizens because they simply have no way
to communicate where they live. In remote
locations, water facilities are difﬁcult to ﬁnd,
monitor and ﬁx.
But even in the other 25% of countries with
advanced address systems, people get lost,
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Figure 2: Words can easily be remembered, written, said, printed or shared digitally.

11
Figure 3: What3words has its own apps including iOS, Android and web.

coordinate system and has given each of the
57 trillion squares, a pre-assigned and ﬁxed
address of three words.

Words beat numbers & alphanumerics
The use of words means non-technical people can ﬁnd any location accurately and communicate it more quickly, more easily and
with less ambiguity than any other system.
A 1957 Study by suggest that our ability to
remember three words long enough to write
them down is near perfect whilst our ability
to remember the sequence of digits or letters
of the appropriate length to denote the same
3mx3m square is zero.
Words can easily be remembered, written,
said, printed or shared digitally. It is also
available in a range of languages including
English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Russian, Turkish, Swahili and Arabic.

A key location ingredient
To date the system has been integrated into 25
other apps and services. For example you can
use three word addresses with PointPlot, and
iBuild map surveying apps on your iphone.
You can also navigate to a precise location
using Navmii, an app used by 25 million
people worldwide or Kartverket, the Norwegian national mapping agency.
They have also been integrated into Taarifa,
an open-source reporting tool used by the
World Bank. They are planning to use
Swahili three words in Tanzania to map
water points and minimize typical address
transcription errors. A company in South
Africa is also using it to control antipoaching drone reconnaissance missions
and they are already built into PixiePath
UAV software.

what3words are working with Carteiro
Amigo, Friendly Postmen, a co-operative
who use their native app to give people
three word addresses so they can get mail
and packages delivered. Addresses are
written on stickers for the residents who can
use them when ordering online.
The system understands the district the three
words are in and the delivery station that the
package needs to go to. This allows Carteiro
Amigo to scale their operations, reduces time
educating new postmen and women and
allows them to work more efﬁcient routes.

More about the system

Look at a map of Rochina, one of the
Brazilian favelas and you will see ten to ﬁfteen roads. In reality, there are more than
3,000. Yes, it’s a tough place, but also full
of economic ambition.

An algorithm and wordlist underpin the system. Since the what3words system works via
algorithm as opposed to a database, the
core technology is contained with a ﬁle
around 10MB in size. It means it can be
used ofﬂine with no data connection and
installed on the simplest of smartphones or
devices.

Nearly half of the population are rich
enough to own a ﬂat-screen TV. However,

The wordlists have 25,000 words per language, 40,000 in English as the sea has been

Addressing the favelas
what3words has its own apps including
iOS, Android and web. Users can also easily batch convert and reverse geocode your
lat,long coordinates to three words and
back online or through an excel plug-in.
More importantly, the API and SDK are plugins for businesses and developers for whom
communicating location is important.

much of the economic development in was
stunted, because the favela was more or less
without addresses – until now.
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logistical frustrations that came with poor
addressing.

Article

Figure 4: What3words are working with Carteiro Amigo, Friendly
Postmen, a co-operative who use their native app to give people
3 word addresses so they can get mail and packages delivered.
Addresses are written on stickers for the residents who can use
them when ordering online.
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He resorted to using the latitude and longitude
coordinate system to be precise but realized
that human beings aren’t designed to input
eighteen numbers without errors. Every event,
without fail, trucks carrying equipment and
musicians themselves simply didn't arrive
where they were supposed to.
A particular low point was having bands and
equipment strewn across various hillsides near
Rome because the “address” they were given
took everyone to different places, and a
phone call from a keyboard player who said
“it appears we may have sound checked at
the wrong wedding in Birmigham”.

addressed as well as land. They go through
multiple automated and human review processes including removing offensive words and
homophones (sale & sail). Each of our wordlists is curated to ensure that the words are
meaningful and in daily use in local language.
The words are sorted by the algorithm that
takes into account word length, distinctiveness, frequency, and ease of spelling and
pronunciation. Simpler, more common
words are allocated to more populated
areas that speak that language and the longest words are used in three word addresses
in unpopulated areas.
For example shorter more common English
words are in the UK but more complicated
ones are in the Sahara, where you are less
likely to ﬁnd a wandering person from the UK.

need to interpret the code to know what size
of area is being referenced.
The system is also non-topological; the three
words used to reference any square on the
Earth’s surface are not dependent on the three
words to reference any of the adjacent
squares.
Importantly the algorithm shufﬂes similar-sounding three word combinations around the
world to make it really obvious if you have
made an error in typing or when saying them.
For example, table.chair.lamp and table.
chair.lamps are purposely on different continents (see Figure 5). Error detection also
makes intelligent suggestions on where it
thinks you mean as you type even if you make
typos.

Lost in music

Did you mean?
The system is non-hierarchical and since all the
units referenced are the same size, there is no

Having spent ten years organising live music
events around the world Chris Sheldrick, CEO
of what3words constantly faced the huge

Chris discussed the idea of a more usable
and less error-prone version of the latitude
and longitude coordinate system with a
mathematician friend, who subsequently
wrote an early version of the what3words
algorithm on the back on an envelope.
The company was founded by the pair and
two other friends in London, UK, in March
2013.

An address for everyone
We see the solution as a radical one, with a
human friendly approach, born not from the
geo or delivery industry. It is a refreshing
and disruptive, in a good way.
Will we achieve our target to be a global
standard for communicating location, used
by billions? I do not know; but our mission to
give everyone and everywhere a simple
three word address is something we feel
passionately about.
To find out more, become a partner or play with our API visit
what3words.com or contact@what3words.com.

Figure 5. Importantly the algorithm shuffles similar-sounding
three word combinations around the world to make it really obvious if
you have made an error in typing or when saying them.
For example, table.chair.lamp and table. chair.lamps are purposely on
different continents.
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Professional Airborne Imagery Online

The Hexagon Imagery Program
By Eric van Rees

Last April, Hexagon announced an update of their Imagery Program (HxIP), consisting of
new airborne imagery content of parts of the USA, Canada and Europe. Mr. John Welter,
program director of the Hexagon Imagery Program, explains the type of new content
offered, as well as the terms of use and how to access the imagery.

Geographic coverage and updates
The Hexagon Imagery Program (HxIP) has released captured airborne imagery for approximately 25 percent of the U.S. with various
regions of Canada and Europe. Imagery for a full 11 states plus portions of six other states in the U.S. have been provided in the HxIP as
part of its airborne imagery offerings from the 2014 ﬂying season.
Portions of Canada and Europe are also available in the recent release.
Discussing the coverage areas, Welter explained that the company´s
2014 North American acquisition fully captured California, Iowa,
Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oregon, South Dakota and Texas with high-value urban portions of
Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Nevada and
Canada. He added: “In the U.S., we work within our partners’ capacity and follow an organized annual plan for data capture. In our
European acquisition, we collected portions of France, Spain,
Belgium and the Netherlands. We are already well underway in our
2015 collection now, and we expect to have almost full coverage of
the U.S. by the end of the year and more than two million sq/km of
Europe completed.”
Launched in June 2014, the HxIP streams valuable geospatial content
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and delivers professional-grade images captured with Leica
Geosystems’ airborne sensors, including enhanced-resolution, fourband orthos, streamable and rasterised point clouds, and stereo imagery, through two service categories: basemaps and multispectral
imagery. The basemap offers cached background maps of current
30 centimetre orthorectiﬁed imagery that will be updated on a regular basis. Welter explained: “With the HxIP, we will be updating imagery, both basemap and multispectral, on a two to four year cycle,
with high value urban areas at twice that rate every one to two years.
Imagery is continuously uploaded as it becomes available, typically
within about 90 days of acquisition. Current data provides the basis
for the best decision making, and that’s what we want to provide our
customers – professional and current content to help them run their
businesses with the most efﬁciency.”

Accessing and using data
Juergen Dold, president of Hexagon Geosystems stated “the focus of
our new partnership is to provide imagery in a simple and efﬁcient
way across a wide array of professional consumers.” Welter explained this statement as follows: “Simple is about accessibility, where
consumers are able to easily use data in the applications they prefer.
This way, consumers are able to easily use data in the applications

Image of Arcata Bay, California

they prefer. Efﬁciency is being able to use this data without a lot of
conversion or manual work. Through our partnerships, the imagery is
available directly in all Esri, Hexagon Geospatial and Valtus Imagery
Services applications and others that can consume OGC WMS or
WMTS services. All that is required is an Internet connection and a
user ID and password. By using this pay-for-use system, users can
access premium airborne imagery without the hassle of the former
purchase-and-owned services, freeing up resources that can be better
used to support the customer’s bottom line.”
Users have a choice to work with airborne imagery content through
the cloud via Esri’s ArcGIS Marketplace, Hexagon Geospatial Power
Portfolio and Valtus Imagery Services, or they can download any
available content at any time they like. Subscriptions can be on a per
area or per user model or pay-for-download model, said Welter. He
added: “Partnering with Esri, Hexagon Geospatial and Valtus, customers can easily obtain content streaming from the cloud with no data
conversion needed. We’re continuously bringing on new partners to
provide the customer with his preferred applications to have direct
access.”

Orthophotos and point clouds
Discussing the different types of orthophotos for different types of
areas, he stated that Hexagon offers traditional orthorectiﬁed imagery in the HxIP, with a near true-ortho product in the high value urban
centres: “We deﬁne orthorectiﬁed imagery as geometrically accurate
imagery our customers can use to make the best decisions possible
based on the most accurate representations of the real world.”
There are also two point cloud formats offered in the HxIP, streamable and rasterised point clouds. He explained the difference and uses
of both: “Streamable means optimized for internet delivery. Like a
vectorized graphics format, streamable point clouds can easily be
scaled up and down for high resolution. Rasterized means converting
the point clouds into a grid and treating that like a raster image to
allow existing image processing software to be able to also work
with elevation data sets. The beneﬁt here is many software platforms
can use this data. Both formats have a place and usage. With the
HxIP, users have the option to select what format best works for their
unique needs.”
For more information, have a look at: http://blog.leica-geosystems.com/hexagonimageryprogram

15
2014 North America acquisition (source: Hexagon)
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COLUMN

Geospatial Evolution
One of the key themes of this column over the years has been the rapid
Matt Sheehan is Principal and Senior
Developer at WebmapSolutions.
The company build location focused
mobile applications for GIS, mapping
and location based services (LBS).
Matt can be reached at
matt@webmapsolutions.com.
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changes now underway in our industry. The term revolution has been used,
but evolution is likely more accurate. This is a two part column, in which I
will explore two areas of this evolution. First, the change in the competitive
landscape, and second the adoption of new geospatial technology.

Esri and Google Competition

A Changing Geospatial Landscape

Google surprised many in the mid-2000's with
their entry into the geospatial world. Google maps
sent a tidal wave through the industry. Suddenly
interactive maps were easy to access and use. The
Google Maps interface was beautifully simple.
No head scratching was needed to use their
maps. The fact their maps were slippy made for
an extraordinary user experience. For those of us
developing mapping applications, simply ﬁnding
good base map data had been a big undertaking.
Google changed all of that. Rich base map datasets suddenly became available. That was a huge
change. Many of us wondered how particularly
Esri would react. As it turned out Esri evolved
rapidly. Initially to catch up, from there to innovate.

In 2014, we were all caught by surprise when
Google announced they were changing their geospatial strategy: “The Google Earth API has been
deprecated as of December 12th, 2014. The API
will continue to work on supported browsers until
December 12th, 2015, and will shut down on that
date.” And: “Google will end support for the
Google Maps Engine (GME) product on January
29, 2016. After January 29, 2016.”
Esri and Google made joint announcements. It
was a time for cautious celebration. It seems ﬁnally that Google are not trying to be Esri, nor Esri
Google. Each do what they do really well. In
those areas where there is overlap, a decision will
need to be made on the best client solution. But
the core offerings and focus of each company
seems ﬁnally more clear.
Those who have sold GIS-like solutions on Google
technology, and Google-like solutions on Esri will
be potentially impacted by these announcement.
For the rest of us, this is potentially very good
news. Not only since it brings clarity to once
muddy waters, but means potentially we can mix
solutions. Build applications which pull from parts
of both Esri and Google.

Google’s entry into geospatial was generally very
good. It spurred others to be innovative. Today we
are all reaping the beneﬁts, Google and nonGoogle customers alike. But, on the down side,
the geospatial playing ﬁeld became cloudy.
Google and Esri perceived themselves as competitors. Google tried to become a GIS-like solution
provider, while Esri started to see consumers as a
potential user base - wrong and wrong.
Nobody should or indeed could compete with
Google in the consumer space. Google do what
they do amazingly well. And so do Esri. GIS provides deep geospatial insight. Call that location
intelligence, or location analytics. Google provide
a maps mash up: “simple, easy, and clean”.
ArcGIS gives a maps mash up depth. And therein
lies the difference. Esri are a GIS company.
Google are not. What does that mean in practical
terms? That Esri provide advanced geospatial
capabilities. Google do simple, easy, and clean
really well. That is simpler to do with a consumer
focused offering. That is not an excuse for the
often overly complex applications provided by the
GIS industry. GIS can learn from the Google's
example.
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New Geospatial Technology Adoption
There will always be a place for Google and Esri
in the enterprise. Each provide different views and
tools to work with location based data.
Complimentary rather than competitive is how we
hope to see things as we move forward.

www.intergeo.de

15 – 17 September 2015
Stuttgart, Exhibition Grounds

along with

63rd German Cartographic Conference
Sponsors:

Host: DVW e.V.
Conference organiser: DVW GmbH and DGfK e.V.
Trade fair organiser: HINTE GmbH

Simplifying Access to Spatial Open Data

Building a Pan-European Open Data Portal

Article

By Eric van Rees

German geospatial IT company con terra will be participating in the construction of a
single large-scale pan-European Open Data Portal. This article describes con terra´s
in-house technology that will used for building to the spatial data part of the portal and
how the public can use the Portal for finding data.
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Map.apps, Environmental Noise in North Rhine-Westphalia (Source: www.umgebungslaerm-kartierung.nrw.de)

Introduction
In February of this year, the European
Commission has awarded a three-year contract for the deployment of an EU open data
core platform to Capgemini Nederland B.V.
The goal of this project is to develop, launch
and operate a single large-scale panEuropean Open Data Portal, which will
bring together public data resources from all
over Europe in one portal covering all 39
European countries, improving the discoverability and the ability to re-use this data
through simplifying access to public data
and information.
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An open data portal for all EU-citizens with
public data is also to include spatial data.
These data now reside in spatial data infrastructures that are the work of the INSPIRE program. Con terra, a geospatial IT-company
specialized in creating national and international spatial data infrastructures, will create
the components that will get the INSPIRE
data from the INSPIRE speciﬁc geoportals
and make them available in the Open Data
Portal. As such, they will be one of the partners that will work on building the Open
Data Portal under the coordination of
Capgemini Consulting. Below, Thore Fech-

ner (con terra) discusses con terra´s in-house
technology that is used in building the Portal
and how it can be used by the public.

Building an open data portal
A web portal can be deﬁned as a specially
designed web page that brings information
together from diverse sources in a uniform
way. Users can access them through a website, where they can search for data. This
particular Open Data Portal stores metadata
of open data, explains Thore Fechner (con
terra): “The portal is a place where open
data from various countries is federated. The

actual data that is published is stored at the
side of the data provider, just like in every
other open data portal. The architecture
does not deviate much from standard open
data portals in this sense.”
A large portion of the project aims to foster
uptake and supply of open data. Private sector players and citizens can beneﬁt from the
re-use of open data: if licensed under an
Open Data spirited license, private sector
and civil society can re-use data, modify it,
enhance it, use it in projects or products and
sell it. Depending on the data that is published different scenarios are possible, says
Thore Fechner: “For example, civil society
can perform one of its various roles, such as
being a watchdog for administrations if they
have transparent access to data. When an
administrative agency allows the usage of
high quality geospatial data, those authoritative maps can be easily integrated and used
by others, if the data only requires an attribution stating the original data publishers.

Spatial data available through the portal
Discussing the data that will be available
through the portal, he states that the focus is
on data that is freely available and authoritative, but that it´s likely that more restrictive
licensed data will be searchable as well:
“The Open Data Portal will feature Open
Data primarily, which means data without
cost. The default search will only show Open
Data that can be re-used, modiﬁed or adapted upon. Nonetheless, it is foreseen that the
search function will have an option to show
data which is not free or is published under
a more restrictive license.”
Spatial data will be present in standard formats such as OGC WMS and perhaps a
few OGC WFS and GeoJSON ﬁles. Thore
Fechner: “It is also likely that non-geospatial
data will come as .csv or .xml ﬁles, but formats with an open speciﬁcation will be
encouraged.”
The open data from the data publishers will
be made available via bulk downloads and
services. For now, the search in the portal is
textual, like in every other open data portal.
The portal will allow some basic visualizations for non-geospatial data, such as bar
and pie charts, while spatial data is visualized on a map. The portal will also offer an
API for programmatic access to the data.
The portal will be improved upon and developed further once it is public and three iterations are planned that will incorporate
feedback gathered from the public.

Smart.finder, Demo

Con terra’s spatial technology
Con terra´s contributes its own spatial technology to the portal. The ﬁrst example is con
terra´s map.apps software, that is often used
as the basis for speciﬁc web application that
require a certain application logic. For the
Open Data Portal it will be used to visualize
geospatial data that is present in standard
formats (such as WMS or GeoJSON) on a
map. Thore Fechner explains how this
works: “If a user inspects a dataset within
the portal in the detailed view they are presented with a “Preview on a Map” button if
the dataset supports that. If the user clicks on
that button, map.apps will display the dataset. Map.apps is a mapping framework for
the web and while it supports editing, creation and exploration of spatial data in the
browser it will only be used for exploration
the spatial Open Data in this context.”
To enable the reﬁnement of place-name
searches in the Open Data Portal, con terra
is implementing a gazetteer which is based
on the INSPIRE Annex I Geographical
Names, and which makes use of both FME
Spatial ETL technology and the smart.ﬁnder,
a software product developed by con terra.
The smart.ﬁnder is based upon Apache Solr
technology and encapsulates geo-speciﬁc
logic and harvesting mechanisms. Then,
FME is used to harmonize and continuously
update the data for the gazetteer that is provided via the Annex I Geographical Names.
Thore Fechner explains the process behind
it: “In the end it is a massive index of spatial
data that has very fast response times to

queries. In this context it will translate the
name of a city to a coordinate or offer a list
of best matching results to allow a more ﬁne
grained control for the search within the portal.”
Finally, con terra is developing harvesting
mechanisms designed to retrieve metadata
from INSPIRE portals and map this data. This
development process occurs in close collaboration with Fraunhofer FOKUS, a consortium partner responsible for implementing
and creating the core logic of the Open
Data Portal. As a result of these harvesting
mechanisms, open geographical data from
EU member states and other European countries can be disseminated at EU level and
subjected to qualitative enhancement. Thore
Fechner explains: “We will harvest multiple
INSPIRE catalogues and expose the metadata in the Open Data Portal. If that contains
for example satellite data that data is likely
to appear in the Open Data Portal. Now
that initiatives such as INSPIRE have advanced the creation of spatial data infrastructures in the countries of Europe, now the time
has come to sustainably integrate them with
open data infrastructures so that they can be
used over a broader base. This will allow
public users to enjoy easier and more intuitive access to generally available data and
information.”
For more information, have a look at www.conterra.de or contact
either t.fechner@conterra.de or m.kleemann@conterra.de.
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Yielding Results

Agriculture and Aerial Mapping
Article

Tasmanian survey firm Cohen
& Associates pushes the
boundaries of Unmanned
Aerial System (UAS) technology for crop monitoring in
precision farming.

By Gina Velde

20
Sirius Pro

C

ohen & Associates is a Tasmanian survey company with a
core business of land surveying, including cadastral
and engineering projects.
Recently, the company has invested in state-ofthe-art Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) technology and is pushing the boundaries in near infrared and aerial mapping for the agriculture
industry.
Adrian Fairﬁeld is a Director of the company
and a registered land surveyor. He explains
that his team’s prior experience with remote
sensing applications using satellite-based and
manned aircraft led them to explore the possibilities of saving time and increasing efﬁciency with an unmanned solution.
“Over the years, we’ve developed unique
processes for remote sensing applications
using satellite-based and manned aircraft,”
he said. “These had their limitations, however, as you needed to wait for the satellite to
be in the correct position and manned ﬂights
were both weather-dependent and had to be
scheduled in advance.
“I could see the advantages a UAV system
would have over these methods, as they enable rapid data capture with the ability to launch a project immediately and deliver high
quality results,” he added.
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The right solution
After some online research and product comparisons, Mr Fairﬁeld attended a onstration of
the SIRIUS Pro UAV in Adelaide, hosted by
Australasian distributor, Position Partners.
“I was impressed with the in-ﬂight stability of
the SIRIUS Pro, its long ﬂight time capability and
the unique ability to achieve ﬁve centimetre
accuracy without the need to set out extensive
ground control points,” he explained.
The SIRIUS Pro UAV by MAVinci is a ﬁxed-wing
remotely piloted aircraft that utilises high precision GNSS positioning to achieve ﬁve centi-

metre accuracy without the need to set out
ground control points. Through a combination
of an on-board GNSS receiver and groundbased GNSS antenna, the SIRIUS Pro effectively
puts the ground control points in the air automatically, eliminating the need to physically
set them out on the ground.
“Another key factor in our decision-making
process was having local support from the supplier, which we receive from Position Partners,” Mr Fairﬁeld added.
“We like to push new technology to its limits,
really delve into it and customise it to our

Digital Elevation Model Sample
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they can take action based on initial results
right away and ﬁne tune it when the more
detailed data analysis has been completed,” he added.

Realising the potential
needs and unique applications, so having the
support of Position Partners along with the
research and development team at MAVinci
in Germany has been terriﬁc. They are always
quick to respond and assist us, MAVinci has
also been helping to customise some of its software to accommodate our needs.”
Going through the regulatory process to
become a certiﬁed UAS pilot was a challenge, Mr Fairﬁeld says, but an important one.
“Gaining our certiﬁcation was a lengthy and
detailed process, but as you go through it
you realise how critical it is to be able to
deploy these systems safely and proﬁciently,” he said.
“I understand that now the process is becoming more straightforward, but when we did
it CASA (Civil Aviation Safety Authority) was
still ﬁnalising a lot of the regulations, so it
took a little longer. We had great support
from both Position Partners and CASA to
help us with our certiﬁcation and training,
and we have two accredited pilots now in
our team,” he added.

Pushing the boundaries
Cohen & Associates has completed many
projects and testing with the SIRIUS Pro UAV.
The company has experienced great success with precision farming applications,

having undertaken a number of projects that
involve the use of near infrared technology
for crop monitoring and yield mapping.
“We have been experimenting with a number of unique applications, including
breakthroughs with weed and crop health
mapping to support better management
practices,” he said.
“Unlike manned ﬂyovers, UAS technology
offers access to highly detailed data in a
very short time period, which is important in
precision farming as you need to take action
quickly based on the results. If you have to
wait for weeks or even days for the outputs
to come through, it’s already too late to
make critical management decisions.”
Mr Fairﬁeld explains that the use of near infrared technology and aerial mapping enables agriculture specialists and farmers to
accurately analyse their crops and link this
data in with yield mapping information.
“Farmers can compare their yields with the
mapping information we provide and prove
there has been an improvement,” he said.
“We feel there is a lot of potential in this
area and we’ve been working with MAVinci
to establish procedures that deliver early
results from a ﬂight before you even leave
the paddock. That is very powerful information for an agriculture specialist to have,

In addition to precision farming applications,
Cohen & Associates has also deployed UAS
technology for stockpile, quarry, landﬁll and
coastal projects. “The safety and efﬁciency
beneﬁts in applications like these are enormous – UAS enables us to survey areas that
are too hazardous or inaccessible to survey
using traditional methods,” Mr Fairﬁeld said.
“There are so many applications that UAS
technology is well suited to, and we can
adjust the accuracy of the results depending
on the job,” he added. “We can easily achieve 2-5 centimetre accuracy when we need to
with the SIRIUS Pro, but not every application
calls for that level.”
Mr Fairﬁeld said that he’s impressed with the
turnaround time they are able to offer to
clients on projects. “Being able to provide
such a detailed data set in a single day as
opposed to weeks is a fantastic beneﬁt of this
technology. We are also pleased to have a
system that enables us to customise solutions
and push the boundaries, with the support we
receive from Position Partners and MAVinci,”
he said.
For more information, have a look at: www.mavinci.de.
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Expanding the Current Product Range

Trimble Geospatial Portfolio
By Eric van Rees

Last April, Trimble announced a number of geospatial solutions, expending its portfolio
of geospatial solutions for surveyors, engineers and mapping professionals. The solutions are comprised of total stations, scanning, GNSS and imaging solutions.

Article

Hardware Solutions

22

a ﬂat, even surface. The workﬂow for this involApart from releasing three new and enhanced
ves selecting the area of a building where you
robotic total stations, the Trimble S5, S7 and S9,
would like to evaluate the ﬂatness of the ﬂoor.
three new technologies were also announced,
Then, a grid is selected in the area you are going
for times saving enhancements. The S7 includes
to evaluate. E.g., a one square foot grid. Then, a
Trimble VISION technology, SureScan technolotolerance value is set. E.g., is the ﬂoor higher
gy and is optional in the S9 total station. The DR
than allowed? One inch maybe, or lower. In the
Plus electronic distance measurement technolocase where someone would only want to ﬁll the
gy is a standard feature. Theft and loss risks are
ﬂoor with concrete to bring it into compliance as
also minimized now with Locate2Protect technoopposed to having to grind it down – the tool
logy embedded in each instrument, allowing
can be set to only provide ﬁll values. A report is
users to remotely track the location of their
then created showing a color-based representaequipment in real-time using Trimble InSphere
tion of the ﬂoor ﬂatness to quickly identify areas
Equipment Manager.
out of tolerance and where they are. In addition,
Alain Samaha business area director for GIS
a point ﬁle is created to provide a stake out ﬁle.
and software, at Trimble Geospatial comments
The way this is done for storage tanks is to identhat these technologies are all important in diffetify stations going around the outside of the tank
Figure 1: Trimble RealWorks Floor Flatness Tool.
rent ways, “VISION technology allows you to
in a clockwise or counter clockwise direction.
see what the instrument sees, whereas Surescan
Then, from each of these stations intervals are set
is a more efﬁcient way to use the scanning function. DR plus allows for
going from the edge of the tank, where the shell/wall meets the ﬂoor/botreﬂectorless measurements and Locate2Protect knows where your equiptom, toward the center of the tank. At each of these intervals a comparison
ment is located, giving you the ability to set up alerts and to add sensors
is done from the point cloud of the ﬂoor to a theoretical reference such as
such as the G Force that alerts you of accidents or abuse. You can also
a horizontal plane. With the new tank setup tool in TRW this process is
Geo-fence the instrument and set up alerts if the instrument goes outside
very straightforward and follows traditional workﬂows for tank inspectors
the boundary area.”
making the tool easy to learn and use. Once the tank is setup a report can
be created from the tank setup data (Figure 2a and 2b).

Software Solutions
In the ﬁeld of scanning solutions, Trimble
released a new version of Trimble
Realworks, 9.1. It’s a software solution
for point cloud processing and analysis.
The new version of Trimble RealWorks
software includes improved workﬂows
for creating ﬂoor settlement plans and
3D pipeline models as well as complete
storage tank inspection and reporting
capabilities (Figure 1).
“We added the ﬂoor settlement workflow to our Advanced Tank edition inspection tools, to identify areas of the
tank bottom that may be settling,” said
Samaha.
Detailing the workﬂow he adds, “This
tool for creating ﬂoor ﬂatness inspections
helps to identify if equipment is sitting
unevenly, and if it needs to be placed on
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Figure 2a and 2B: Tank Bottom and Bottom Settlement report.

Figure 3: Storage Tank Deadwood

Time To Do More campaign
Trimble launched a campaign around the release of all these solutions called
Time To Do More – offering videos, webinars and product details. The idea
behind the campaign is to show customers that Trimble is committed to doing
more for them, and to also emphasize that the capabilities allow customers to
do more. Create more deliverables, have more productivity, and identify better
opportunities to serve many industries and customers.”
www.trimble.com/timetodomore

Figure 4: Storage Tank Published Project
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Creating a DTM and Orthophotos

Excavating an Ancient City
Article

By Friederike Nielsen

24

Laodikeia is a magnificent ancient city in the heart of western Asia Minor and one of
the biggest heritage sites in Turkey. This city center has been excavated by
Pamukkale University, Dept. Of Archeology with leadership of Prof. Celal ŞİMŞEK
for over a decade.

T

his excavation site has an area of more than ﬁve
square kilometres and has many temples, theaters,
bazaars, fountains, market places, necropolis,
baths, villas, a huge stadium and an important
agora. Every year in the season, archeologists, sureveyors and architects measure thousands of details during the
excavation and document them in digital environment.

Figure 1: UAV in action

Since there is a lot to be mapped and modeled, in
23.05.2015, X6 user Ölçen Harita Surveying Services (1)
and Aibotix Partner Sistem A.Ş. (2) planned a ﬂight mission
over the ancient city 90 .000 square meters of the area, which
is called “The Sacred Agora”. They ﬂew in 70 meters altitude
with a GSD of three cms. As a result, surveyors collected an
enormous data set with high resolution pictures and through
this data set, highly accurate DTM and Orthophotos were created in less than ﬁve hours.
“We are excited and extremely happy to have such a solution
in a very short time. I think we could implement this system in
our yearly excavation/documentation workﬂow” says Prof.
Celal ŞİMŞEK, the archeology director.
Archeologist Gökhan YILMAZ and Surveying Engineer
Özhan KAYNARCA add: “If we were measuring this area
with GPS and Totalstation equipments, It would take a week to
cover only the outlines of these ruins and the topography, besides probably we would be obliged to use many other equipments like cameras, laser scanners to collect imagery
details.Now we have a high quality data set of aerial imagery
for yearly documentation, we have an accurate digital topographic model, and most importantly we created a high resolution orthophoto of the area which is showing every single
stone in its actual position.”
www.olcen.com.tr
www.sistemas.com.tr

Technical Details:
Camera: Nikon Coolpix A
Sensor resolution: 16.2 megapixels
Image overlap: 80 percent
Accuracy: 2-4 cm

Data Processing:
Picture processing DTM an Orthophotos
delivered with photogrammetry software
Agisoft PhotoScan Pro Exported .LAS point
cloud to Leica CYCLONE for accurate and
standart Mapping/Surveying output.
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Figure 2: Columnated street

Figure 3: Temple

Racurs Conference Preview

Event preview

“From Imagery to Map: Digital Photo

26
Lobby view from Conference venue

By Andrey Pirogov

The “From imagery to map: digital photogrammetric technologies” Conference has
been held for more than 10 years, and every year its geography covers new countries. The organizing committee chose Mexico as the venue this year. Em. Prof.
Dr.mult. Gottfried Konecny from Leibniz University Hannover is a permanent participant of the conference. This year Dr. Gottfried Konecny will introduce results of the
UNGGIM-ISPRS Study on the Status of Mapping in the World. The organizing committee asked Dr. Konecny about his Latin American Experience.

“My Latin American Experience”
From 1959 to 1971 I was employed by the University of New
Brunswick in Canada. As part of my University activities I participated
in a Canadian Research Council led activity of the Pan American
Institute of Geography and History to introduce cadastral land registration in Latin American countries. At PAIGH we had annual meetings in
Mexico City between 1968 and 1970. After my move from Canada to
Hannover in 1971 my Argentine friend had become Dean at his
University in Argentina, and he invited me to hold a short course in
analytical photogrammetry to the Argentine photogrammetric community in 1971.
During my activities in Hannover I continued my interest in establishing
cadastral land registration systems in the developing countries of the
globe. We founded a group of German academic, commercial and
governmental representatives, the BEV, of which I became chair in
1975. We cooperated with the UN Secretariat in New York and with
the German national technical cooperation agency GTZ (now GIZ).
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This brought me as a member of the German delegation to the UN
Cartographic Conferences 1976 and 1979.
In this context I became involved in the educational effort for surveying
and mapping at the University of Heredia in Costa Rica in 1976, at the
University of Los Andes in Merida, Venezuela in 1982 and at the
University of Zulia in Maracaibo, Venezuela in 1983. I gave a short in
analytical photogrammetry in Spanish at the Universidad Nacional de
Mexico in the same year and I gave lectures at the University of
Curitiba in Brazil in 1984. In the 1990´s I was involved in a technical
cooperation project at the Instituto Geograﬁco Nacional in Guatemala.

Challenges for geodata providers and software developers in
Latin America
Latin America has traditionally very close relations to the U.S. This was
facilitated by the Interamerican Geodetic Survey organized by the
American Military. Accordingly access to hardware and software is traditional from the US except for Cuba, which had relations with the

grammetric Technologies”
Soviet Union. It is only handicapped by cost. But even German technical
cooperation agencies have included American software into their projects because of service considerations. However,
European hardware suppliers, like formerly Wild, Zeiss and Kern traditionally had a high esteem, even though only Hexagon is on the global
market from Europe. Brazil´s activities of their space agency INPE by
providing imagery and software for image processing free of charge or
at low cost have enhanced uses of geospatial products.

Inspiration for a Latin American Geoinformatics Future
In the geoinformatics ﬁeld Latin America has a very unique position. The
Latin American countries gained independence in the early 19th century, when mapping was globally not yet well developed. In Asia and
Africa mapping was introduced in the late 19th century and in the early
20th century by the colonial powers. In the early 20th century the Soviet
Union introduced mapping as a national priority. So it happened in
North America, Australia and Japan as well.
In Latin America Mexico followed the developments in the USA, while in
most Latin American Countries in the South mapping was mostly a military activity. The UN Secretariat studies of 1960 to 1986 show, that the

areas mapped at large and medium scales in Latin America had a much
lower percentage than areas mapped in Africa and Asia, and this is still
so. Brazil has only a complete coverage at the scale 1:250 000. This
means, that the demand for large scale mapping is immense, considering the existing low map coverage and considering at the same time
the rapid increase in population in the Latin American urban centers.
This demand cannot be satisﬁed by government alone. This is a great
challenge for the private sector, particularly when it can cooperate with
the government.

How are international partnerships and events able to help in
establishing contacts for large scale mapping in Latin America?”
International events and conferences, such as the Racurs Conference,
are opportunities for network creation. Organizers of such conferences
have it in their hand to invite papers of persons, who are responsible for
soliciting, ﬁnancing and conducting large scale mapping projects.”
The organizing committee is looking forward to seeing you in Mexico!

3D STEREO
MAPPING SOLUTIONS

sales@datem.com l www.datem.com
+1 907.522.3681 l 800.770.3681
Anchorage, Alaska, USA
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GNSS Update

2020 and Beyond
lites nrs. 5 and 6, which launched in August
2014, failed to reach their correct orbits. At an
earlier date nr. 5 was lifted into a higher orbit
and now the same procedure has been applied
to nr. 6, making the satellites somewhat more
useful. The two satellites together now have a
similar orbital pattern to the ‘regular’ satellites. It
is still unclear whether the two latest satellites
will be used for navigation and/or search and
rescue operations. This decision rests ultimately
with the European Commission.

Article

By Huibert-Jan Lekkerkerk

The European Commission recently published their GNSS market report (issue 4). In
this particular report the developments over the past eight years are analysed and
there is a forecast up to 2023. The report divides the market into different segments
of which surveying is probably the most interesting to the readers of this magazine.
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Figure 1: Value chain for GNSS surveying (source: GNSS market report 4)

O

ver the past years the market for
surveying devices has grown from
around 180.000 units in 2006 to
around 500.000 units in 2013.
Though there was signiﬁcant growth globally,
the main area of expansion was in Asia and this
growth is expected to continue over the next 10
years or so. The main applications for GNSS in
the surveying business over the last few years
have been cadastral surveying and Mapping
according to the report. Over the next few years
an overall increase is expected in all applications, but the main growth is expected in the
area of machine control.
Of the GNSS devices currently sold in the surveying market, over 85% support at least two
(GPS and Glonass) GNSS. Almost 40% of all
receivers sold already support all four GNSS. It
is estimated that the total market penetration of

GNSS for Marine Surveying will be 100%,
whilst the penetration for Land Survey receivers
is currently around 50% with an expected increase to around 80% in 2023. Moreover, prices
are expected to come down to around 9000
euro per unit for both Land survey and Marine
survey devices by 2023. The full report can be
downloaded from gsa.europe.eu.

Galileo
An upgrade of the Galileo Ground Mission
Segment was concluded successfully. The
upgrade to version 2.0 has a reported performance improvement of 25%. With the upgrade
an additional three sensor stations have been
added to the control segment. Towards the end
of the year another update is expected and it is
hoped that this upgrade will not interrupt
Galileo services.
As written in past updates, the two Galileo satel-

Figure 2: Market penetration for GNSS surveying (source: GNSS market report 4)
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Satellites nr. 7 and nr. 8 fared much better on
their maiden ﬂights; no issues were encountered
during their launch from a Soyuz Fregat from
Kourou in French Guyana on the 27th March.
The two satellites will probably be declared operational by the time this article reaches you.
Another four satellites are readied for launching
later this year.

GPS
This year on 27th April GPS celebrated its 20
year milestone since reaching Full Operational
Capability in 1995. Meanwhile yet another
satellite, IIF-9 was launched on March 25th to
keep the constellation up and running. By the
time you read this, yet another satellite, IIF-10
should have been launched (launch data June
16th) with the next (IIF-11) scheduled for
September 16th.

Figure 3: Revenue and receiver price for GNSS surveying (source: GNSS market report 4)

navigational signal system and will be used for
testing and veriﬁcation.
Russia Space Systems
are planning to remove
all imported components from the construction of their Glonass
satellites. Their goal is
to have 80% of the
satellites electronic comFigure 4: Type of GNSS surveying receiver (source: GNSS market report 4)
ponents made in Russia
by 2019. This appears
to be a reaction to the international sanctions
The launch of the ﬁrst GPSIII satellite has
placed on Russia after its occupation of the
edged a bit closer with the integration of the
Ukraine. The ﬁrst of the new Glonass-K2 satelnavigation payload together with the propullites is planned for 2018. These satellites will
sion core in April. The next step for SV01, as
be the ﬁrst to have the new CDMA type signal
the unit is called, will be environmental testing.
which is compatible with GPS and Galileo.

Beidou, Glonass and IRNSS
The ﬁrst of the new BeiDou satellites (BeiDou-3
The ﬁrst of the new BeiDou satellites (BeiDou-3
M1) was launched on March 30th. This
Inclined Geostationary satellite has the new

A new milestone was achieved on March
28th for the Indian Regional Navigation
Satellite System with the launch of the fourth
satellite, IRNSS-1D into its orbital slot.

Augmentation
Airbus, the European aircraft manufacturer, is
now enabling its new A350 model with a
Satellite Landing System, which can use either
the American WAAS or the European
EGNOS space based augmentation system
(SBAS). With this new system GPS landings
are possible which adhere to the performance
standards set by the International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO). However,
even though the system does not require any
ground based installations, procedures must
be written for an SBAS landing. At the moment
not all airports have such procedures, but
many are expected to implement them in the
near future.
An alternative to SBAS or the more traditionally radio based Instrument Landing System is
the Ground Based Augmentation System
(GBAS). The advantage of GBAS over the
SBAS system is that it uses a local correction
transmitter. This allows for very precise position and height data, which in turn facilitates
precision type landings with GBAS, whereas
SBAS may only be used for the approach itself
but not the actual landing. Unfortunately, there
are only a handful of airports and airlines with
a GBAS system. The new Boeing 787 and
747-8 aircraft are equipped as standard with
GBAS.
The American Nation Wide DGPS (NDGPS)
service is still in limbo as there will be no funding beyond 2016. Many of the arguments
used in the discussion on the continuation (or
not) however, seem to point to a discontinuation of the services. The main rationale seems
the limited availability of receivers as well as
the increased use of WAAS.

Figure 5: Galileo Ground Mission Segment (source: esa.int)

As well as the discussion about NDGPS, there
is also a great deal of debate about eLoran
still going on. Whilst South Korea and the UK
are actively deploying an eLoran chain, as
seen in the last GNSS update, the current US
Radio Navigation Plan only mentions eLoran
as a possible alternative to precision timing. A
new bill was introduced, however, that would
allow the US Secretary of Defense to create an
eLoran network as a backup for GPS within
three years.
Huibert-Jan Lekkerkerk hlekkerkerk@geoinformatics.com is a
freelance writer and trainer in the fields of positioning and
hydrography.

Figure 6: Launch control during launch of BeiDou M1 (source: gpsworld.com)
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Geosystems, Geospatial and More

Event

HxGN LIVE 2015

30

By Remco Takken

An extravaganza of new technology, future visions, opinions, synergetic collaborations
and a great deal more was presented during HxGN LIVE in Las Vegas, which ran from
June 1st until June 4th 2015. The event has attracted thousands of users from a variety
of industries and organisations, many of whom work in surveying, GIS, building, metrology, security, mining, cadastre or government.

A

ttendees witnessed pioneering performances from Leica
Geosystems, whose innovations will result in high precision measurements executed by UAV’s (drones).
Ground Penetrating Radar is now being combined with
Mobile Mapping: underground/above ground integration whilst driving. The term ‘Wearable Reality Capture’ refers to the
miniaturizing of 3D scanners. Future Hexagon conferences will surely
boast scanning teams equipped only with a backpack. The preﬁx
‘Smart’ has also landed within the Hexagon family of companies, but
it still might be synonymous with ‘how we really would like stuff to
run’.

Crowd Sourcing
Another hot topic is the crowd sourcing of map data. “We can’t rely
on only a few professionals, we have to ensure everyone contributes
to making the best maps possible.” Folks who still feel that crowd
sourced data is useless, might want to reconsider that point if they
want to make it work. They need to “See it as a big lump of useful
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Ola Rollen, CEO of Hexagon, opened HxGN LIVE with a broad overview of Hexagon activities, pointed out
several highlights to come and shared his long-term view on all product families.

data, ﬁnd trends in the volume and not so
much in the detail”, said Mladen Stojic of
Hexagon Geospatial.

Geospatial
In his Geospatial keynote, Mladen Stojic
summarized his vision in four short one
liners: “It’s not just a map. A map is not live.
A map is a reﬂection of what was. A map
doesn’t directly give me answers.”
The map of the future is not just a map – it’s
an app, Stojic exclaimed as he introduced
the new Hexagon Smart M.Apps (pronounced “Map”) and the M.App Portfolio. He
also introduced the M.App Chest cloud
space, which is hosted by Amazon, as ‘The
Dropbox for Geospatial’. Hexagon Smart
M.Apps are purpose-built applications for
Leica Captivate combines software, precision measurement instruments and services, it’s an all-encompassing solution with the look and feel of a
end users, localised by partners, built using
smartphone.
the M.App Portfolio. One of the ﬁrst of
these applications available will be GEOApp: UAS (Unmanned Aerial Systems). This new application from
ducts available on the cloud through a subscription. The key differenGeosystems GmbH, a Hexagon Geospatial business partner in
tiator for the Producer Online cloud offering was that the data
Germany, provides a lightweight, full function solution for organizaremains local avoiding network bottlenecks and security concerns
tions that ﬂy UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles). It enables simple and
along with the reduction of IT overhead in installing and maintaining
efﬁcient management and processing of the data from their UAVs. A
the products.
collaboration between Hexagon, OmniEarth as well as a collaboration between Hexagon and satellite image vendor Airbus Defence &
ImageStation 2015
Space were also announced with the intent of a much closer integraThanks to 64 Bit DTM processing, ImageStation 2015 can now ingetion of building geospatial applications with the appropriate data.
st and process larger ﬁles, and of course, it leverages the extended
The ofﬁcial launch of M.App Portfolio and the Geospatial 2016 relememory access of 64 Bit addressing. ImageStation DTM for
ase will be at HxGN LIVE in November 2015, in Hong Kong.
GeoMedia 2015 (ISDG) is the initial release of a new product in the
ImageStation family which provides a set of tools for working in the
GeoMedia environment and with ImageStation Stereo for GeoMedia
Producer Suite
(ISSG) to collect and edit terrain data in order to generate surface
According to Steve du Plessis, Product Line Director for Remote
ﬁles for photogrammetric, mapping, and engineering workﬂows.
Sensing at Hexagon Geospatial, the professional geospatial world
Together with GeoMedia and ISSG, ISDG provides an alternative to
today consists of the collecting, storing and managing large amounts
CAD-based workﬂows for feature and DTM collection and editing in
of data; processing and analysing it; and ‘ultimately making decisions
a GIS environment. The all-new ImageStation DTM for GeoMedia
based on what can be learned from it’. David Glenn, Product Line
provides a set of interactive DTM capture and edit tools for stereo
Director for GIS, elaborated in a dedicated session on Geomedia
and satellite imagery that will run on the Hexagon GeoMedia platabout upcoming versions of GeoMedia 2015 and what can be
form rather than Bentley MicroStation. This last change will complete
expected from 2016. Glenn outlined some of the new features within
the photogrammetric workﬂow on the GeoMedia platform offering a
the product: the addition of business graphics to provide greater claGIS-based alternative to CAD-based photogrammetry.
rity with analytic results and improvements to expand data access
even further. GeoMedia 3D boasted performance improvements, new
Esri
environmental effects for even more realistic representation, dynamic
The newly launched Hexagon Imagery Program, which provides
shadow casting, viewsheds for line of sight analysis, and fully integraready-to-use imagery services, will be available to Esri users through
ted point clouds shown in an asset management application. As For
the ArcGIS Marketplace. These services deliver high-resolution aerial
GeoMedia’s add-ons, there were user requested enhancements for
imagery such as ready-to-use basemaps and analytical subscription
Intergraph’s Multilevel Linear Referencing System (MLRS) manageservices. Esri, Hexagon, and Leica Geosystems have joined forces to
ment. In Mapping Manager 2015, among other things, the ability
provide this imagery to Esri users. These images are powered by the
was added to detect contour coalescence while generating contours,
ArcGIS platform, deployed into the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
and there was an upgrade to SQL Server 2012. Motion Video Analyst
cloud. As these services are powered by the ArcGIS platform, the
now uses SQL Server for metadata (removing the TerraShare requireuser has the support of a powerful, dynamic web GIS. The Hexagon
ment), and all in all showed greater ﬂexibility in unicast support,
Imagery Program includes two imagery services that are live and
Catalina-based live streams and rate correction for HD video.
available now on the ArcGIS Marketplace as basemap and dynamic
To top it all off for the Producer Suite, there was the announcement of
image services. The Basemap Service is a cached basemap imagery
Producer Online. This includes ERDAS IMAGINE and GeoMedia pro-
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Event

technet-rail is a software development firm specialising in geospatial big data applications for the rail transportation industry. This acquisition should extend Leica Geosystems’ offerings, specifically in the
mobile mapping segment.
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service consisting of 30-centimetre true colour imagery that is updated on an ongoing basis. The Multispectral Imagery Service provides
access to the original pixel values for all four bands (red, green, blue
and near infrared) of the 30-centimetre imagery. This dynamic image
service is ready to use for rich image analysis and exploitation activities in ArcGIS for Desktop, ArcGIS Pro, web and mobile apps, and
supported Esri partner applications. Through the Hexagon Imagery
Program, the collection, storage and serving of imagery have been
streamlined through a set of cloud-based subscription services, freeing up staff to perform the critical tasks that keep our communities
running smoothly. These services are sold on a subscription basis for
speciﬁc areas of interest. A single subscription includes access to
both the Basemap and Multispectral Imagery services. This bundling
of capabilities allows organizations to deliver both fast-performing
basemaps and analytically capable multispectral services using just
one subscription.

I/CAD
In March, Intergraph and Esri announced collaborative efforts to
enhance geospatial capabilities for public safety and security agencies. Through the collaboration, the companies have been working
together to more tightly align Intergraph’s I/CAD software and Esri’s
ArcGIS Platform. Another news item related to GIS vendor Esri, was
the unveiling in Las Vegas by Intergraph Security, Government and
Infrastructure (SG&I) of I/Map Editor for ArcGIS. This is a new product that works directly with Esri’s ArcGIS Platform to migrate geospatial data into Intergraph’s Computer-Aided Dispatch software
(I/CAD), creating greater efﬁciencies for users of both systems.
I/Map Editor for ArcGIS brings advanced mapping features to
Intergraph’s map build environment, automating and streamlining
map creation in I/CAD. I/Map Editor for ArcGIS is designed to minimize the number of different systems and steps required for ArcGIS
users, offering them a one-stop shop for uploading data into their
I/CAD system. Intergraph’s I/Map Editor products facilitate the use
of GIS data as the source of mapping information in I/CAD. Built on
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GeoMedia, I/Map Editor permits the use of GIS data from third-party
systems as a source. An extension hosted in ArcMap, it natively connects to Esri data sources.

Geosystems
Jürgen Dold, President Hexagon Geosystems Switzerland, presented
what was arguably the biggest release of the HxGN LIVE event,
Leica Captivate. Creating 3D models, Leica Captivate enables
measurement professionals across a wide array of industries, working in various applications, to capture and manage complex data.
By combining software, precision measurement instruments and trusted services, it’s an all-encompassing solution with the look and feel
of a smartphone. With Leica Captivate onboard, the new Leica
Nova and Viva total stations and MultiStation ‘learn’ any environment, deliver accurate positions regardless of difﬁcult conditions
and offer the fastest relock in case of interrupted line of sight. The
new instruments utilising Leica Captivate include: Nova MS60
MultiStation, CS20 Field Controller, Nova TS60 Total Station, CS35
Field Tablet and Viva TS16 Total Station. When integrated with the
Hexagon Imagery Program through Leica Inﬁnity ofﬁce software,
basemaps can be viewed in Leica Captivate. 30 centimetre, 4-band
georeferenced imagery helps users be more visually aware of what
is at any jobsite, allowing for better decision making in real time.
This results in increased productivity, fewer errors and a reduction in
return trips to the site. Additionally, this saves time during post processing.
During his Geosystems keynote, Jürgen Dold shared the stage with
Markus Hammerer, DISTO program director. At big international
events like these, organisations tend to emphasize the most monumental achievements in their portfolio, cutting edge technology and
innovative pilot projects Hammerer, however, showed the ever
modest DISTO, a small Leica device that has sold by the millions. He
stated that many people still have little awareness of the impact of
tools like these.

Autodesk

Leica Pegasus Backpack

Leica Geosystems announced collaboration with Autodesk to provide
wider access to premier reality-capture and BIM-to-ﬁeld layout solutions for professionals involved in laser scanning, building construction layout and related markets. The collaboration should create new
opportunities for professionals working with Autodesk software to
leverage the high-accuracy data from Leica Geosystems’ sensors
directly within popular Autodesk authoring tools. Multiple technology
integrations are being explored as both companies investigate ways
to create synergies that will beneﬁt their joint customers.

With its six tracks going on all at once, more than a hundred featured
technologies, more than sixty exhibiting sponsors and a bunch of side
events, HxGN LIVE covers more ground than one soul can encompass.
One thing was clear, though. The expo gadget of the year was undoubtedly Leica’s Pegasus:Backpack. It’s a rugsack loaded with global
GNSS/GPS, IPS positioning, Leica scanners, a light sensor and ﬁve
cameras, this fusion of GPS, IMU and SLAM technology stole the show.
Leica Geosystems ofﬁcially announced and presented this ﬁrst commercially-available wearable reality-capture technology with the
Pegasus:Backpack at HxGN LIVE 2015. This mobile mapping solution
creates a 3D view indoors or outdoors for engineering or professional
documentation creation at a high level. For Building Information
Modelling, or BIM, or for capturing 2D square foot updates to a large
building, the Leica Pegasus:Backpack creates a realistic view by capturing synchronized imagery and point cloud data. Accurate positioning
is achieved in GNSS-restricted areas using Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM) technology. The LiDAR data gives a measurement
of range and bearing. Scale is automatically determined, while the active signal works without external illumination. To determine position and
orientation, the system needs to measure and match planar features in
three orthogonal directions. The LiDAR SLAM loop closure ensures direct
measurement of the environment, something conventional (inertial) navigation systems can’t do. They cannot know that they have returned to
the same spot. Having the looping information is a strong update to the
navigation system. Additional sensors can be a traditional theodolite or
the placement of photo targets. The Leica Pegasus:Backpack will be
available in September 2015, with ordering beginning today.

technet-rail
During the Geosystems keynote, the acquisition of technet-rail 2010
Gmbh came on the table. technet-rail is a software development ﬁrm
specialising in geospatial big data applications for the rail transportation industry. Incorporating technet-rail’s specialised knowledge,
the acquisition should extend Leica Geosystems’ offerings, speciﬁcally in the mobile mapping segment and enable the bundling of direct
or hosted market vertical solutions for the rail industries. technet-rail’s
highly-mathematical and probability-perception approach to analysing large 3D datasets is in use on rail networks with mobile mapping data, including applications such as dynamically extracting clearances and rail gauges over whole rail networks. With this
technology, Leica Geosystems is now able to further extend existing
mobile mapping solutions into the rail industry. This includes developing speciﬁc monitoring tools for dedicated pit-to-ports rail networks,
solutions for timely and cost-effective rail bridge refurbishment, and
enabling monitoring of the growing high-speed rail networks.
Offering full geo-referenced rail network maps, technet-rail’s 3D data
tools can be used to calculate maximum train speeds – a process that
until now was without an as-built basis.

Next HxGN LIVE events: Hong Kong 18-20 November 2015,
Anaheim, CA 13-16 June 2016.
http://hxgnlive.com

Pegasus:Backpack is a rugsack loaded with global
GNSS/GPS, IPS positioning, Leica scanners, a light
sensor and five cameras, this fusion of GPS, IMU and
SLAM technology stole the show. Leica Geosystems
officially announced and presented this first commercially available wearable reality-capture technology
with the Pegasus:Backpack at HxGN LIVE 2015.
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Incorporating Spatial Perspectives

GIS Research Methods
Book review

By Eric van Rees

34

Another recent addition to the Esri Press catalogue, this book teaches researchers how
to incorporate spatial thinking and GIS technology into research design and analysis.

A

nyone who has
studied or is currently
studying
social sciences will
be familiar with research
methods and methodologies.
As the use of GIS is becoming
more widespread, a logical
step is an informative book on
how to integrate this technology
into the methods and methodologies of the social sciences. Both
authors are scientists: Sheila L.
Steinberg is a full professor of
social sciences at Brandman
University and Steven J. Steinberg
is a principal scientist at a public
environmental research institute.
This book describes their experiences of incorporating GIS into
research design and analysis.
In the foreword, they state that the
book is designed to assist researchers in the process of conceptualizing space as a part of the research
process. Their approach is quite thorough: the book describes all aspects
of the research process from beginning to end, starting with the conceptualization of a research question and
subsequent data collection, analysis,
output and linking the results to policy
and action. This comprehensive approach results in a
broadening the target audience and, as a consequence, the book will have appeal beyond the academic
world.

is covered wherever applicable. As this is an Esri Press
book, it´s reasonable that
ArcGIS is used in the examples
in the book. Overall, however,
the emphasis of the text lies
more on ‘research methods´
than on ´GIS’, although the
large quantity of imagery
throughout the book is related to GIS. The authors themselves state that GIS should
be used as a means and not
the object of the research. It
should only be used when
the research question has a
spatial component and can
be answered by using
GIS.

Title: GIS Research Methods:
Incorporating Spatial Perspectives
Author: Sheila Lakshmi Steinberg and
Steven J. Steinberg
Number of pages: 440
Language: English
Publisher: Esri Press
Year published: 2015
ISBN: 9781589483781

As the authors state, this is
not a GIS manual and
their focus lies on introducing spatial thinking,
concepts and (basic)
technology
to
an
audience that may not
be familiar with GIS
technology.
Added
value are the experiences from expert researchers
who advise young and inexperienced researchers how
to avoid common research pitfalls and critically review
every step taken in the research process, advising
against, for example, using fancy technology just for the
sake of it. Another plus is the inclusion of incorporating
GIS into qualitative research; a topic that is somewhat
less well-charted according to the authors.

The technology component is woven throughout this scheme. The authors state in their foreword that the book is not intended as a
manual for GIS software, although it introduces the underlying theory and
applications of GIS. A unique aspect of the book is that it focuses speciﬁcally on how to integrate GIS into both qualitative and quantitative
research: its aim is to provide a foundation for GIS research methods and,
more speciﬁcally, to integrate spatial thinking and spatial analysis into a
research tool with clear methodological techniques.

A matter that is not covered here, is the question of whether GIS should
be the only technology or software for a researcher or if it would be beneﬁcial to utilize a variety of solutions. In other words, a ‘GIS-only’ approach, as discussed in the book, might be a little over-simpliﬁed. There´s a
lot of information on data analysis and visualization, but relatively little
info on geodatabases. Additional info on how to integrate non-Esri databases into ArcGIS, for example, would have been welcome.

The book can be regarded as a thorough research manual, where GIS

For more information, have a look at: http://esripress.esri.com.
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Need a large format camera system for low-altitude, corridor missions? High-altitude ortho collections?
Something in between?
Need to be able to collect oblique imagery? How about
oblique and nadir imagery in panchromatic, color and
near-infrared all in the same pass?
Need a software system that will allow you to take that
aerial imagery and create point clouds in LAS format,
digital surface models, and orthomosaics? No problem.
The UltraCam series of large format photogrammetric digital
aerial sensors includes systems of varying image footprints
and focal lengths. Whether you need multi-spectral nadir
imagery or obliques—or both from the same camera—we have a system for you.
0HDQZKLOHRXUKLJKO\DXWRPDWHG8OWUD0DSSKRWRJUDPPHWULFZRUNÁRZVRIWZDUHHQDEOHV\RXWR
process UltraCam data to Level 3, radiometrically corrected and color-balanced imagery, high-density
point clouds, DSMs, DSMorthos and DTMorthos.
We’ve got you covered.

iFlyUltraCam.com

©2015 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft, UltraMap and UltraCam Osprey, Eagle, Falcon and Hawk are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

New Secretary General and Executive Director announced

EuroGeographics Newsletter
By Rhian French

EuroGeographics has announced that Mick Cory from Land and Property Services,
Northern Ireland, is to be its new Secretary General and Executive Director.

Newsletter

International Mapping Agency. The biggest
lesson I learnt in this time is that, although
maps are culturally and aesthetically wonderful, it is what you use them for that matters most.”
“EuroGeographics’ members fulﬁl a unique
role in Europe by providing the most accurate, up-to-date, high-quality geospatial and
land information. Policy-makers do not
always fully understand or appreciate the
power of this data — or how to unleash it.”
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“I look forward to helping to promote and
realize the full potential of members’ geospatial information, particularly through the
delivery of The European Location Framework which provides a unique, user-friendly
gateway to their data.”

Figure 1: Mick Cory from Land and Property Services, Northern Ireland, is to be EuroGeographics’ new Secretary General and Executive Director. He
is pictured here with EuroGeographics President, Ingrid Vanden Berghe.

H

e will succeed Dave Lovell
OBE who has led the membership association for the
European National Mapping,
Land Registry and Cadastral
Authorities since 2007. He will ofﬁcially
hand over to Mr Cory at the organisation’s
2015 General Assembly in Belgrade.

Mr Cory, who is currently the Director of
Mapping and Chief Survey Ofﬁcer in
Northern Ireland, has held a number of senior-level policy positions. He brings experience and expertise in surveying, developing
and implementing policy, delivering spatial
data infrastructures and organisational development.
In particular, he has an in-depth understanding of the INSPIRE Directive, having led the
development of Northern Ireland’s geograp-
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hic information strategy, established and
chaired the UK Location User Group and
also as a member of the Open Data User
Group, which advised UK Government on
achieving the greatest economic return and
social beneﬁt from the release of public sector open data. From 2005 to 2012, Mr
Cory represented Northern Ireland on the
London Organising Committee for the
Olympic Games and was responsible for
delivering its 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games activities, including the Torch Relay,
in Ireland.
Commenting on his appointment, Mr Cory
said: “I love maps. In fact I loved them so
much as a youngster that I decided to become a mapmaker at the age of 17. In the 40
years since, I have mapped many parts of
the world, worked for three National
Mapping and Cadastral Authorities, and an

Mrs Ingrid Vanden Berghe, President of
EuroGeographics said: “Mick has extensive
experience of working across national, cultural and professional boundaries so he is
more than equal to the task of representing
the 61 organisations from 46 countries that
make up our membership.”
“I know that I speak for them all when I say
we look forward to working with him and
beneﬁtting from his skills, enthusiasm and
passion for all things geospatial.”
EuroGeographics also held its Extraordinary
General Assembly in Belgium recently which
saw representatives from more than 23
countries discuss topics such as the
European Location Framework (ELF) Project.
During the event, they welcomed a new
member – The General Directorate of Land
Registry and Cadastre under the Ministry of
Environment and Urban Planning, Turkey. Its
General Director, Mr Davut Güney said:
“We share EuroGeographics’ vision of a
society which makes decisions informed by
accurate, authoritative and quality-assured
land and geo-information data, services and

Jonathan Holmes from Ordnance Survey Great Britain.

expertise. We are currently implementing
INSPIRE and value the opportunity to share
our experiences.”

rect so our members need to have systems in
place that guarantee quality without incurring extra overheads on the capture process.”

Founded almost 170 years ago, General
Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre
serves 20 million citizens and carries out 7
million transactions a year. It was also one
of the organisers of the World Cadastre
Summit, Congress and Exhibition which concluded with the signing of a 22-article
Istanbul Cadastre Declaration.

Mr Holmes succeeds Carol Agius who has
taken on the role of Administrator for UNGGIM: Europe. He joined Ordnance Survey
in 1986 as a surveyor and, following roles
in IT and Information Management, began
working with data and data quality in
2001.

The organisation now joins General Command of Mapping, Ministry of Defence,
which has been a full member of EuroGeographics since it was founded in 2000

EuroGeographics’ KENs provide an open
forum for its members and invited experts.
Each focuses on an area of particular interest for national mapping, land registry and
cadastral authorities. These include business
interoperability, cadastre and land registry,
positioning and the INSPIRE Directive.

The meeting also named data quality expert
Jonathan Holmes as the new Chair of its
Quality Knowledge Exchange Network
(QKEN).
Mr Holmes, who is Corporate Data Manager at Ordnance Survey Great Britain, was
previously Vice Chair of the expert group
which has more than 36 members from 26
countries.
He said: “There is a great demand for up to
date, high quality data which is the calling
card of national mapping, land registry and
cadastral authorities. As a result of the increased use of technology however users today
have greater expectations that data is cor-

“The methods and technologies used for this
are changing and improving all the time.
Tracking and sharing information about
these is a key focus for QKEN as we continue to support EuroGeographics’ members
in delivering the European Location Framework.”

To keep up with all the latest news from EuroGeographics, please visit
our website www.eurogeographics.org and follow us on Twitter
@EuroGeographics.

Figure 3: Davut Güney, General Director,The General Directorate of
Land Registry and Cadastre under the Ministry of Environment and
Urban Planning, Turkey pictured here centre with colleagues: Sevim
Gökçe Turan and Güngör Güzel.
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GSA brings European GNSS closer to the
Mapping and Surveying Community
The European GNSS Agency (GSA) is tightening its connection with European Surveyors. The role of GSA
is to support the European Commission´s objectives to achieve the highest return on European investment
in European GNSS (EGNSS): EGNOS and Galileo. To this end, GSA took part in the General Assembly of
the Council of European Geodetic Surveyors (CLGE), articulating the benefits of EGNSS for the surveying
community. During the event, the launch of a dedicated special prize for EGNSS-related achievements in
the CLGE students’ contest was announced.
Alina Hriscu, GSA Market Development Innovation Officer

What does European GNSS brings to
the surveying community?
Since the 1980s, terrestrial surveying techniques
have gradually been replaced by satellite positioning technologies based on GPS. With the
advent of EGNOS and with the impending
arrival of Galileo and its proposed interoperability with the other GNSS constellations, the precision and accuracy of survey and mapping-related operations will be further enhanced.
Subsequently, related operations will be easier
to carry out.
EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation
Overlay Service) is Europe's SBAS (Satellite
Based Augmentation System) and it represents
Europe´s ﬁrst tangible venture into satellite navigation. EGNOS uses geostationary satellites
and a network of ground stations to receive,
analyse and augment, and then re-transmit GPS,
Glonass and, in due course, Galileo signals.
EGNOS increases the accuracy of existing satellite positioning signals, whilst providing a crucial
‘integrity message'; informing users in the event
of signal problems. For many mapping applications, the meter level accuracy given by EGNOS
is sufﬁcient. The use of GPS for similar or lower
accuracy levels requires additional infrastructure, which substantially increases the costs
(e.g., equipment, software, services). Conversely, EGNOS is free at the point-of-use and
requires no installation costs: the only use
requirement is an EGNOS-enabled system and
most of the receivers on the market are already
EGNOS-enabled.
Applications which can beneﬁt from EGNOS
include thematic mapping for small and medium
municipalities, forestry and park management,
surveying of utility assets and infrastructure.
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In the surveying world, the use of EGNOS is
already providing meter accuracy and will be
complemented with the global availability of
Galileo to provide beneﬁts for more demanding applications and meet the high accuracy
requirements.
Europe’s Galileo system is under civilian control and will comprise of a total of 30 satellites
by the year 2020. Following the successful
launch on the 27th March this year, two more
satellites joined the six already in place, resulting in a total of 8 Galileo satellites orbiting the
Earth. During 2015, four more satellites are
going to be launched with subsequent launches predicted for the coming years.
Galileo will improve positioning performance
around the globe by two envisaged services
that will be of interest to surveyors: the open
service and the commercial service.
Galileo Open Service will be completely functional with both single and dual-frequency
(c) GSA
(E1, E5). The usage of Galileo OS will be
interoperable with GPS III L1/L5 and thus a
dual-constellation solution will enable reaching
and effective applications, value-added services
global coverage earlier than with a single conand user technology which will promote the
stellation only. The open service signal is speciﬁachievement of full European GNSS adoption.
cally designed to mitigate multipath errors, therefore ensuring better performance in urban
The GNSS Market Report
canyons and under tree canopy. By using
GSA is publishing the GNSS Market Report,
Galileo, the users will beneﬁt from superior availwhich is a comprehensive source of knowledge
ability, due to the presence of a greater number
and information on the dynamic, global GNSS
of GNSS satellites (Galileo and other constellamarket. The report is released on average every
tions) in the line-of-sight and also in difﬁcult envi15 months, with the last edition published in
ronments. Additionally, the positioning will be
March 2015. CLGE took part in the ﬁrst market
substantially improved in Northern latitudes.
report, including the High Precision Sector in
The Galileo Commercial Service (CS) is tailored
2012.
for even higher accuracy needs and is envisThe GNSS Market Report covers global trends
aged to provide beneﬁts such as PPP (Precise
and developments in terms of shipments, revPoint Positioning) service available worldwide
enues and installed base of GNSS devices and
(via Galileo E6 channel). The CS will ensure
applications in the key GNSS market segments –
faster convergence time than existing PPP soluboth consumer and professional. The publication
tions (via triple-frequency capability) with achievis available free of charge. Each edition is downable accuracy comparable to RTK. Last but not
loaded by thousands of readers and it has develleast, the corrections will be available directly
oped into a key resource and forecasting referthrough signal in space without depending on
ence for companies and organisations looking
geostationary satellites.
to build their market strategies in relation to
GNSS.
GSA’s role in E-GNSS
Of particular interest to the surveying communiThe European Commission is the owner and proty, the March 2015 edition is reporting main
gramme manager of E-GNSS. The European
trends as construction and cadastral surveying
GNSS Agency (GSA) has been delegated by
activities in Asia-Paciﬁc, Middle-East and Africa
the European Commission to support achieving
(driven by strong economic growth and rapid
the highest return on European investment. This
urbanisation). Other driving trends are handwill be done by designing and enabling services
held construction applications and the large marwhich will respond to user needs, whilst continuket value of machine control driving GNSS
ously improving the European GNSS services
uptake as well as a “democratisation of mapand infrastructure in a cost-efﬁcient manner. Via
ping”: reduction of GNSS receiver prices and
the R&D projects such as H2020, GSA is engagincreases in accuracy are transforming mapping
ing market stakeholders to develop innovative
into a more accessible activity. Additionally, the

uptake of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)
for civil applications offer new opportunities
for both imagery and topographic data.
Hazardous or difﬁcult to access areas can be
surveyed without the need for human access.

GSA and CLGE: closer cooperation
Speaking at the CLGE’s 2015 General
Assembly in Limassol, Cyprus, GSA’s Market
Development Team spelled out the new
opportunities that EGNOS and Galileo can
open-up for surveyors. Of particular focus
was the vital role played by surveying data in
meeting a wide range of business requirements – across the private and public sectors
and from land, water, marine, construction,
built environment to heritage, tourism, transport, planning, natural environment, and
more.
Participants at the CLGE General Assembly
noted a “very high interest” in Galileo. A
sizeable part of the European reference network station providers conﬁrm that they are
getting Galileo-ready and that they are looking
forward to signal availability. Additionally most
surveying-related GNSS receivers are also now
Galileo-ready.

GSA Supports CLGE Student Contest
Every year, CLGE organises a students’ contest aimed at rewarding young people for
their work in various surveying-related areas.
This year, for the ﬁrst time, with the support of
GSA a fourth category has been added;
Galileo, EGNOS and/or Copernicus in
order to encourage research in the ﬁeld of
practical applications of the European investment in GNSS and Earth Observation. The
work can address one or more of these topics. The winner will receive a cash prize of
€1000 and will be invited to attend the special awards event. Students must submit their
papers by Monday 3rd August 2015, with
prizes being awarded at the INTERGEO conference on Tuesday, 15th September 2015.

GSA’s Questionnaire for Surveyors
In its quest to understand the surveying community’s needs with respect to EGNOS and Galileo,
GSA has launched a questionnaire for professional surveyors and for reference network
providers. This questionnaire can be found on
the GSA website. Visitors to CLGE’s website will
also be directly linked to the questionnaire. You
are invited to support your community by completing this survey
http://www.gsa.europa.eu/gsa-questionnaire-about-egnss-services-and-adoptionsurveying-domain
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President Maurice Barbieri with past vice president Pedro Ortiz, taking part in the awarding ceremony 2014.

Apply for the CLGE Students’ Contest
2014 - 2015!
Leive Bjarte Mjoes, CLGE delegate from Norway and Chair of the vetting committee, invites you to this
new edition of our now traditional contest.

W

e are inviting all European Bachelor and Master
Students to take part in the CLGE Students’ Contest.
The full regulations can be found on our website
www.clge.eu/events/details/178 (questions: contest@clge.eu). Worthwhile prizes are on offer. You
can win a €1000,– award, supplemented by participation in a major
European or Worldwide event organized by one of our main sponsors.
Moreover, the presentation of the awards takes place during INTERGEO in
Berlin and we will sponsor your travel expenses and accommodation for
one night.
This year THREE academic categories are available. The traditional two
in Geodesy / Topography and GIS / Mapping / Cadastre.
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A totally new category was added in cooperation with the European
GNSS Agency GSA.
The fourth category concerns student engagement, or attracting young
people to the profession.
In this category students may apply, but the competition is also open to
young surveyors. This means that anyone 35 years old or less on 31st
December 2016 may send in their proposal.
In this category, there is also an award of €1000,–. In addition, the winner can be appointed for the implementation of the project that he or she
has designed.

Acquainting GIS, Arts and Humanities

Abstract Machine: Humanities GIS
´A

bstract Machine: Hu ma nities GIS´ shows
the potential of GIS to
be utilized beyond more traditional disciplines, into the
areas of humanities and literature.
Author Charles Travis, who holds
a PhD in geography, develops
methodologies and applications
for humanities geographical information systems (HGIS) and conducts research into the digital and
environmental humanities and in
human and literary geography.
This book belongs in this genre of
work and shows how GIS can be
used to interpret, analyze and visualize literary, historical and philosophical texts, thereby supporting
critical analysis.
The title ‘Abstract Machine: Humanities GIS’ requires some explanation: ´abstract machine´ refers to
GIS technology, used in this instance by the author as an interpretive
tool for analyzing the work of writers such as Samuel Beckett, James Joyce and Patrick
Kavanagh, in order to produce humanities GIS
models. In doing this, the author builds on the work of
scholars of the humanities who have explored the
relationship between geography and literature from
cartographical and theoretical perspectives, hence
the term ´humanities GIS’.

Homer’s ´Odyssey´ and Dante’s
´Inferno´ on James Joyce’s ´Ulysses’. Using ArcMap and ArcScene,
the author shows how literary
spaces and topological spaces can
be combined, explaining how
Joyce constructed the world in his
novel. The ﬁne 2D and 3D visualizations reprinted in this chapter
are not only practical, but they are
useful in helping the reader to
comprehend the complex literary
work of Joyce.

The topic of humanities GIS (referring to the subtitle of the book) is
covered extensively in chapter 6,
in the second part of the book.
Here, a different approach is taken
by using a writer’s text as a starting
point, in order to conceptualize a
humanities GIS model. This approach differs from preceding chapters, where GIS is applied to the
study of history and literature. The
complex and dense phraseology in
Title: Abstract Machine: Humanities GIS
Author: Charles B. Travis
this part is heavy on academic concepts – GIS is
Number of pages: 152
used more as an afterthought here. Easier to underLanguage: English
stand is the following chapter, where content from
Publisher: Esri Press
ArcGIS Online is integrated with GIStimeline mapYear published: 2015
pings,
in order to geovisualize the life and work of
ISBN: 9781589483682a
Samuel Beckett. This is another strong example illustrating that the potential of GIS technology
extends far beyond the cartographic application, which is, after all,
Contents
the underlying point of this book.
The book is divided into three parts. The separate preface explains
Verdict
the term ´abstract machine´ from the book title. Chapters one to three
This short book is heavy on both theory and practice. Geographers
make up the ﬁrst part, called ´GIS and the digital humanities´, offeand GIS users might read it for inspiration, but I think that the acadering both theoretical and practical examples of the geovisualization
mic humanities scholar is better served with this book due to the comof history. In a chapter named ´Writing time and space with GIS: the
plex linguistics and academic vocabulary. Although a very informaticonquest and mapping of seventeenth-century Ireland´, the content
ve and thought-provoking book, readers who are not familiar with
resembles Menno-Jan Kraak´s book ´Mapping Time´, which presents
academic humanities’ concepts will probably struggle to understand
historical data in a geographical way.
some of the notions being alluded to here. Help is at hand in the form
Combining GIS and the (Irish) literary world is the common denomiof the extensive sources mentioned at the end of each chapter.
nator within the second part of the book, called ´Writers, texts and
mapping´. This part focuses on GIS applications in literary and culturFor more information, have a look at: http://esripress.esri.com.
al studies. Perhaps the most ambitious of the four chapters in this section is the one where the author traces the topological inﬂuences of
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Book review

By Eric van Rees

This book takes GIS tools into the realms of arts and humanities. It can be used to interpret, analyze and visualize literary, historical and philosophical texts.
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Calendar 2015 / Advertisers Index
12-16 October SELPER 2015
Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico
Internet: www.uacj.mx/SC/Paginas/SELPER-M%C3%A9xico-UACJ-2015.aspx

July
14-17 July FOSS4G-Europe 2015
Politecnico di Milano, Como, Italy
Internet: http://europe.foss4g.org/2015

14-16 October Esri European User Conference
Salzburg, Austria
Internet: www.esri.com/events/euc

20-24 July Esri User Conference 2015
San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.
Internet: www.esri.com/events/user-conference
21-23 July International Workshop on Image and Data Fusion (iwidf2015)
Kona, Hawaii, U.S.A.
Internet: iwidf2015.casm.ac.cn
28-31 July 13th South East Asian Survey Congress (SEASC 2015)
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
Internet: www.seasc2015.org.sg

26-29 October 15th International Scientific and Technical Conference “From imagery to
map: digital photogrammetric technologies”
Yucatan, Mexico
Internet: www.racurs.ru
28-29 October DroneShow 2015
São Paulo, Brazil
E-mail: emerson@mundogeo.com
Internet: www.droneshowla.com
28-30 October Geoadvances 2015, 2nd International Workshop on
GeoInformation Advances & ISPRS WG II/2 Workshop
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Internet: www.geoadvances.org

August
30 August-02 September UAV-g 2015 International Conference on Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles in Geomatics
York University, Toronto, ON, Canada
Internet: www.uav-g-2015.ca

28-30 October 10th International 3D Geoinfo conference
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Internet: http://3dgeoinfo.com/ and www.geoinfo.utm.my/jointgeoinfo2015

November
September

05 November GeoDATA Seminar
Belfast, U.K.
Internet: www.geoinformationgroup.co.uk/training/geoDATA

06-08 September 2nd Annual GIS Forum MENA
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Internet: www.gisforummena.com
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12 November GeoDATA Seminar
Edinburgh, U.K.
Internet: www.geoinformationgroup.co.uk/training/geoDATA

07-11 September 55th Photogrammetric Week
University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany
Internet: www.ifp.uni-stuttgart.de/phowo/index.en.html

16-19 November Pacific Islands GIS\RS User Conference 2015 ‘Bridging
Information Gaps by Creating Smarter Maps’
Suva, Fiji
Internet: http://picgisrs.appspot.com

09-11 September InterDrone
The Rio Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV, U.S.A.
Internet: www.interdrone.com

18-20 November HxGN LIVE 2015
Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Internet: http://hxgnlive.com/hkg.htm

15-17 September INTERGEO 2015
Stuttgart, Germany
Internet: www.intergeo.de

23-25 November Capturing Reality forum
Salzburg Congress, Austria
Internet: www.CapturingRealityForum.com

21-24 September SPIE Remote Sensing 2015
Centre de Congrès Pierre Baudis, Toulouse, France
Internet: http://spie.org/spieremotesensing

23-25 November 4th International Geoscience and Geomatics Conference
Manama, Bahrain
E-mail: info@arabgeomatics.com
Internet: http://arabgeomatics.com

28 September - 03 October isprs geospatial week 2015
La Grande Motte, France
Internet: www.isprs-geospatialweek2015.org

October

December

05-07 October Commercial UAV Expo
Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, NV, U.S.A.
E-mail: lmurray@divcom.com
Internet: www.expouav.com

03 December GeoDATA Seminar
London, U.K.
Internet: www.geoinformationgroup.co.uk/training/geoDATA

05-09 October 9th Symposium of the International Society for Digital Earth (ISDE)
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Internet: http://digitalearth2015.ca

09-11 December 9th International Symposium on Mobile Mapping Technology
(MMT2015)
Sydney, Australia
Internet: www.mmt2015.org

11-13 October Geodesign Summit Europe
Mozarteum University Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria
Internet: http://geodesignsummit.com/europe

09-11 December SPATIAL the un-conference - Spatial Information for Human
Health
University of California, Santa Barbara, CA, U.S.A.
Internet: http://spatial.ucsb.edu/spatial2015

Please feel free to e-mail your calendar notices to: calendar@geoinformatics.com

Advertisers Index
DAT/EM Systems

www.datem.com

Esri

www.esri.com/cityengine

27

MicroSoft UltraCam

www.microsoft.com/en-us/ultracam

35

9

Racurs

http://conf.racurs.ru

23

INTERGEO

www.intergeo.de

17

RIEGL

www.riegl.com

KCS TraceME

www.trace.me

25

Spectra

http://www.spectraprecision.com

13

Leica Geosystems

www.leicageosystems.com

43

Topcon

www.topconpositioning.eu
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Leica ScanStation P30/40
Because every detail matters

The right choice
Whether you need a detailed as-built representation of a façade,
a 2D floor plan or 3D data for integration into Building
Information Modelling (BIM), real-time planning of architecture
and building projects with fast and accurate deliverables is
important. The new ScanStation laser scanners from Leica
Geosystems are the right choice, because every detail matters.
High performance under harsh conditions
The Leica ScanStations deliver highest quality 3D data and HDR
imaging at an extremely fast scan rate of 1 mio points per
second at ranges of up to 270 m. Unsurpassed range and angular
accuracy paired with low range noise and survey-grade dual-axis
compensation form the foundation for highly detailed 3D colour
point clouds mapped in realistic clarity.

Leica Geosystems AG
Heerbrugg, Switzerland
scanstation.leica-geosystems.com

Reduced downtime
The extremely durable new laser scanners perform even under
the toughest environmental conditions, such as extreme
temperatures ranging from – 20°C to + 50°C and comply with the
IP54 rating for dust and water resistance.
Complete scanning solution
Leica Geosystems offers the new Leica ScanStation portfolio as
an integrated part of a complete scanning solution including
hardware, software, service, training and support. 3D laser
scanner data can be processed in the industry’s leading 3D
point cloud software suite, which consists of Leica Cyclone
stand-alone software, Leica CloudWorx plug-in tools for CAD
systems and the free Leica TruView.

